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Dear Parent or Carer, 

Your child is at an important stage in their education, making choices for GCSE’s in preparation for 

Year 10. Despite the uncertain times, we want to ensure that they have the time to make and reflect 

upon their choices for next year and have all the information available to do this from home. 

At Notre Dame Catholic College we are dedicated to providing a broad and balanced education that 

is appropriate for each student and one that will allow them to progress to the next step in their 

education. To do this, we have CORE curriculum that all students will follow and OPTIONS, where 

the students can choose three options of their choice. 

The CORE curriculum consists of: 

 English Language GCSE 

 English Literature GCSE 

 Mathematics GCSE. 

 At least Two Sciences (Trilogy Science) GCSEs 

 RE GCSE  

 PE (Non Examination) 

 PSHCE (Non Examination) 

 

Students can then choose one subject from each option group. 

Option 1 Option 2 Option 3 

Spanish Performing Arts* Art 

History Separate Science Music 

Geography Geography Computer Science 

 Business History 

**  Vocational Business* PE 

 Health and Social Care* Sport Studies* 

 Travel and Tourism* Health and Social Care* 

  iMedia* 

  DT- Product Design* 

 

** (possible vocational option) 

In total they will study for 9 GCSE’s. 
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Notes: 

Vocational qualifications (*) have a larger coursework element, this reduces the exam pressure for 

the students. 

For most students, the double science award in the core curriculum is appropriate. If however, you 

want to study the three separate sciences, Chemistry, Biology and Physics, the choice in option 2 

must be Separate Science. 

Where appropriate, there is an alternative vocational qualification available in Option1. This will be 

discussed with you, if we feel it is appropriate for your son or daughter. 

 

Next steps 

A PowerPoint and an options booklet will be sent to each student through ClassCharts.  

Following this, each student will receive a message in ClassCharts confirming the provisional 

choices they made in February, before lockdown. 

After reading the information and reflecting on choices, a reply message is to be sent to Mrs 

Thomas, via ClassCharts, confirming their final choice. 

We will review the choices made, and consider a variety of information we have on each student. 

(KS2 data, school reports, subject teacher recommendations, attendance etc.….)  

Sometimes, it is not always possible to give students their first choices.   

This could be due to:- 

 More students choosing a course than there are places available. 

 Not enough students choosing a course, so we are unable to run it.  

 Based on the information we have on your child, the choice does not seem appropriate. No 

change will be made without a conversation to discuss the options. 

 

It is vital that each student chooses appropriate qualifications that they can be successful in, and 

that will support them in moving onto the next stage of their education.   

Should you have any problems accessing ClassCharts, please email 

ao@notredame.liverpool.sch.uk  with your child’s name and correspondence will be via email. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

K M Thomas 

Acting Deputy Headteacher 


